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THE  CASTLE  IN  MEDIEVAL ENGLAND  AND  WALES.  Colin  Platt.
1982.  Secker  & Warburg, London, £12.50 hardback.

Like Colin  Platt’s  Parish Churches  of Medieval England  (1981) which  it
closely resembles in format, this new  book  on castles is attractively produced
and is replete  with profuse illustrations.  The diagrams, drawings and black
and  white  photographs are all of  a  good, sometimes excellent  quality and
include coverage of continental and crusader castles where the author  feels
these are relevant to his narrative. The  work  is fully supported by endnotes
in the manner of R. A. Brown’s  English  Castles  which it also closely
resembles in format and very possibly aspires to supersede. How far it is
successful in  this  is the eventual yardstick by which the value of  this  book
must  be  judged.  There are however important differences  between  the two
works. Professor Brown included  a  chapter on  ‘The Castle  in War’ in his
work whereas  Platt  deliberately omits  any discussion  of  siege  techniques or
the military effectiveness  of the castle.  Instead, Platt prefer's to  talk  of  ‘the
castle in the  context  of  events’ (p. xi) which is certainly what is needed,
though  here Platt is rather less successful than  Professor  Brown whose
splendid discourses on this subject are only marred by their brevity. Another
important difference between the two works is the amount of space allocated
to the later Middle Ages. Approximately half  of  Platt’s  book  concentrates on
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries  which  contrasts sharply with  English
Castles where Professor Brown, a  specialist in the early period, compresses
the same  into a  little more  than a  chapter. Of course Professor Brown urged
that  greater attention should be given to the later centuries and it may be
that this  has contributed to  Colin  Platt’s animus.

It is clear  that  the author has taken  note  of  much  recent research, both
historical and archaeological. In such  a  large  field  it would be very hard to
assimilate  quite  everything, but it is a little disappointing to see no  mention
of the great labours at Sandal. Be  this  as it  may, Platt’s  work is, on the
whole, an up to date report on the state of our knowledge of the castle,
especially on its early development which has been the area of greatest
interest for  a good  many years.  Thus  Platt’s  principal message in chapter one
is  that  the first castles were generally ringworks and  that mottes  only
followed  when  time allowed, the former being ‘campaign  castles’ and the
latter  more permanent affairs. The  following three chapters are  a  fairly
conventional account  of the evolution of the castle up to and including its
agogee  in the Edwardian works in  Gwynedd. There  is only a little  to wort
a  out here. It is unacceptable to call Restormel and  Castel  del Monte  (  .31‘
‘tower-houses’ and to  Impugn  the  value  of Dover’s great keep (p.45? but
experience  suggests  that authors are not always responsible for the captions
attached  to their illustrations, absurd as this may seem.  More  disquietening
however is  Platt’s View, expressed at the start of chapter three  that  before
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the late  twelfth  century the principle of the flanking tower remained
unapplied when  this has, apparently, been  disproved by the excavations at
Hen Domen to  which  Platt earlier  refers.  Similarly it is Probably not a good
idea to dismiss the  thirteenth  century cylindrical keeps  o  the  Welsh  Marches
as exceptions in  a  trend towards  a  concentration on  hefty mural drum towers
(ch.  3, p.57). In chapter three  too, Platt refers  to the twin-towered
gatehouse of the inner ward at Montgomery, which  is very useful as it does
mark  a  stage in the development of this  aspect  of castles, but it would have
been better to have mentioned the earlier use of twin-towered gatehouses as
at Dover whether  these  were residential or not. Towards the end of chapter
three the author makes good use of Faulkner’s article in the  Archaeological
Journal  (vol. 120, 1963, pp.215-35) when discussing Chepstow, but it is now
unwise to use the phrase ‘castle of livery and maintenance’ (p.59) in
reference to it now  that  W. D. Simpson’s great theory, encapsulated by this
term, is held in considerable doubt. Finally, in analysing the great  castles  of
N.W. Wales Platt alludes to Caernarvon as“a return to the principle of the
tower  keep’ (ch. 4, p.71)—a statement  that  really requires elucidation.

At the start of chapter five—‘Castles of Law and Order’, Platt  gives a
very useful and intelligent  examination  of some of the  social  and  economic
factors  which were to have  a  bearing on the  castle  for the duration of the
medieval period. At the  beginning of chapter  eight  he again turns to the
general background of contemporary conditions, specifically the decline of
revenues from the nobility’s estates coupled with the frequent unco-
operativeness of their  tenants.  Though  it may be  that  these particular
developments influenced castle building in the fifteenth century,- this  time
the author  does  not clarify how this worked; instead  he progresses very
rapidly to  a  discussion of individual magnates leaving the reader wondering
what  relevance declining estate  revenues had. His comments on such
individuals are not  without  their inaccuracies, as in the number of the  first
Earl of Westmorland’s children or the statement  that  the Wardénship of the
East  March was hereditary in the Percy family. However it is  good  to see the

'  Nevill and  Percy strongholds being giv_en so- much attention. Platt is rather
too convinced  that Sheriff  Hutton is the work of Ralph (d.  1425) rather  than
his father John (d. 1388), and e ually is  a  little unfair  (p.134) in saying that
the Nevills never did  a  great dea with  Middleham,  but otherwise  coverage  is
really quite good, and  Platt justly gives Raby the attention  which  most
general works quite  fail  to do. Indeed  throughout  the chapters on the later
castles, his  treatment  of individual buildings continues to be as  competent  as
before. Again one can  suggest  improvements—for example it would have
been commendable to give the different views in the debates on the dating of
Raglan’s  Yellow Tower (touched ugon  though  hardly explained on p.203,
ch. 8, note 21) and on the raison  ’étre  of Dunstanburgh—but in general
there is little to quibble at  what  the  book  contains. What  I feel  most unhappy
about  is  what  the  book  does not contain. In  a  work in which so  much  space
has been granted to the later  castle, there should surely have been  more
attention to the multifarious  towers  of the  North.  Considering Platt’s
averred intention of  studying the castle in its  social context  it is strange
indeed to find a. comparative neglect of a region in  which  fortification
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undoubtedly played  a  greater part in society than anywhere else in the
country. As  I have  noted, Platt  does full justice to some of the great castles
of the  area, but these are unrepresentative of the majority of works
undertaken in the centuries of Anglo-Scottish conflict. Platt does make
fleeting references  to Belsay and Chipchase and give some description of the
Yorkshire Ayton and  a very helpful discussion on Hylton, inspired by Beric
Morley’s willingness to produce amendments to his own pioneering work on
that  building. Otherwise however, this most  important area is virtually
i  nored. It would perhaps have been superior strategy to  have  looked more

eeply at the North by using half  the space  given  to Henrician coastal forts
and  sixteenth  century mansxons in the final chapter entitled  ‘Last  Things’.
Nor  does  one  feel  compensated by allusion, at the very end, to the
Elizabethan  fortifications  at Berwick.  These  are  after  all town walls, not
castles  or even  forts, and  obviously well beyond Platt’s terms of reference.

Dr.  Platt  is currently a Senior Lecturer at  Southampton  University. He
has written extensively over the  last  few years on a wide variety of
architectural subjects. Considering the work he must have undertaken
during this time, this new  book  is  a  remarkable achievement. True it has its
imperfections, and does not in my view su ass R. A.  Brown’s  third  edition
of  English  Castles.  However it will undou  tedly stimulate further interest
into castellologie  and  what  is even better the castellologie of later medieval
times.  If ultimately it contributes to the need or opportunity for Professor
Brown  to compose  a  fourth  edition  of his work allocating as  much  space, if
not more, to the castles of the fourteenth and  fifteenth  centuries, it will
indeed  have  been written  with  invaluable results.

J. O.  PETRE

THE  LATER MIDDLE AGES.  Edited by Stephen Medcalf. Methuen,
1981. £11.50 hardback, £5.95 paperback.

This  is the latest volume in the  Context  of English  Literature  series, and the
umbrella title defines the  angle  from which the period (c1330  —  c1520) is
approached. The  book  is directed at students of literature, but the general
reader too will find  much  of interest in its attempt to provide an overview of
the  attitudes  and assumptions which shaped medieval writing. The  context
offered  by this  series is explicitly cultural and  intellectual:  the approach is
closer to  that  of  Huizinga’s  Waning of the  Middle Ages  (quoted  with
a  proval by the editor) than  to social surveys such as Derek Brewer’s

haucer  in his  Time.  The desirability of providing this sort of background is
set out in the opening chapter, where Stephen Medcalf considers the
problems of interpretation posed by, in his phrase, ‘a half-alien  culture’.  The
understanding of a medieval  text  demands the recognition of at least three
elements: there are the shared assumptions of the age which produced the
text; su erimposed on these is the indwidual contribution of the author; and
finally t  ere are the responses which the reader brings to the work. For the
modern reader these may be  quite  different from those originally aimed at.
Words change their meanings, sometimes noticeably (the medieval use of
buxom  may now seem tisibly inept), often  more subtly. Historical writing is a
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genre  which  falls outside the scope of the  book, but the warning of the
complexities of interpretation is as relevant to historians as to literary critics;
as  students  of the historiography of Richard III need no reminding.

The following two cha ters correspond  roughly to the two major  aspects
of interpretation, the worl view and the contribution of the individual. The
first surveys medieval  thought, not only mainstream philosophical
developments but more peripheral areas such as the chivalric code. The
sheer compression needed to fit all  this  into  less than  fifty page's brings
Emblems, not least  a tendency to use  technical terms, such as Pelagianism,

efore (or in some  cases, without) defining them  adequately. In the third
chapter the emphasis shifts to the  individual  and his perception of reality.
The author argues for  a  fundamental  difference  between  medieval  attitudes
and our own which goes beyond differences in assumptions about the  nature
of  society or of the physical world. Taken together  these  three chapters  offer
an integrated intellectual  context  in  which  to place medieval literature,
although  sadly the inadequate index makes it  difficult  to pursue ideas
between them.

The remaining chapters broaden the scope of the work to provide  a
cultural  and political  context.  Nicola Coldstream  makes a  workmanlike job
of summarismg developments in the  visual  arts, although her occasional
attempts  to link these  w1th  political  changes  are naive and unconvincing. The
historian turns  most  eagerly to  David Starkey’s  chapter on  ‘The  Age of the
Household’, where he elaborates the valuable thesis  that  the household was
not only the  main  political grouping of the period, but the main social and
economic  grouping too.  It is an important argument, and contains one of the
best  summaries available of the role of the household. Medievalists, '
however, are  likely to be  left  feeling mildly cheated. Dr. Starkey’s own work
on the household lies in the  field  of early Tudor politics and his comments
gain in  authority, and liveliness, whenever he crosses the divide of 1485. The
least successful  section of the chapter is his survey of fifteenth-century
politics. His basic premise, that  the way forward lay in  kings adopting
‘bastard  feudal’ techniques to  beat  the nobility at their own game is

ersuasive but inadequately argued. His conclusion  that  Edward IV was the
'rst  king to  attempt  such  tactics  since Richard II tried and failed looks

suspiciously like an argument from silence: in' 1977, when the chapter was
written, there were  detailed  studies of Richard II and Edward IV available
but none of the Lancastrian kin s. ' -

This  brief summary hardly oes justice to the  scope of the  book, or to its
many insights.  With  such a large  area  to cover, compression and  a  subjective
selection  of material were inevitable if the  book  was not to  sink  under the
weight  of detail. As a result any reader is unlikely to agree with all the ideas

ut forward.  This  is, however, a strength of the  book, not a weakness. It
eaves  the reader  thinking and arguing.

ROSEMARY HORROX
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HISTORICAL WRITING  IN  ENGLAND  II,  c.1307  TO THE  EARLY
SIXTEENTH CENTURY.  Antonia Gransden. 1982. Routledge and  Kegan
Paul, £30.

This  is the second volume of Dr. Gransden’s painstaking survey of historical
writing in England from around 550, a  substantial 644 pages. This review
must  concentrate on its second half which covers the  fifteenth  century, the
main interest of  Ricardian  readers. The author has an  easy, uncomplicated
style  and her enthusiasm for her  subject  is infectious. She deals th each
major writer separately, outlining their careers, the distinctive characteristics
of their work  with  brief  extracts, the depth of  their  historical research, their
sources and  bias, their credulity, psychological insight and their  motives  for
writing. Lesser works are dealt  with  more briefly, sometimes as part of  a
gmup, such  as the London Chronicles.

Dr. Gransden is clearly most  interested in the monastic chronicles of
whom there were a few of high ualit in the  fifteenth  century, notably
Thomas Burton of  Meaux  in the East  iding and Thomas Elmham of St.
Augustine’s, Canterbury, both  ca able of solid research and of an
antiquarian  bent.  The  great  monastlc tradition of historical  writing was all
but dead by the end of the century, superseded by the  Brut  and London
Chronicles. Dr. Gransden suggests the  monks  were deterred by the divisive
politics of the country, religious  houses needing reliable lay support and

atronage. The monks wrote essentially to record the greatness of their
ousesl, state  their rights to lands and pnvileges and record their victories in
uarre s.

q  The section on their successors, the  Brut  and London  Chronicles, is one
of the least  exciting in this survey. It is heavily dependant on the work of
Kingsford  and of Thornley and  Thomas  on The  Great  Chronicle, and rightly
so. She only briefly touches  on the compilation of  books  of City customs and
privileges such as the  Liber Albus  by John Carpenter  which  he said he put
together because memory was fallible, the old die and future generations
would  need an orderly record of  past  decisions to serve as precedents. Such
compilations were not  unique  to London and many English  towns  were as
conscious as any monastic house of the need to record their greatness.  These
collections deserve consideration as part of the tradition of English historical
inquiry.  They were the  product  of  a  disciplined and articular antiquarianism
in the service of the law and custom and their ma ers shared the curiosity
that  made  Thomas  Elmham reproduce facsimiles of ancient charters and
seals in his history, William Worcester measure churches he visited and JohnI
Rous draw his Earls of Warwick in ‘ancient’ armour.  Both  Worcester and
Rous are described  with-insight  by Dr. Gransden and she brings Rous in
Earticular to life as a passionate opposer of enclosures olemic backed up

y  research  in Domesday Book and the Hundred Rolls and as  a  lover of
Warwick Castle, its earls and treasures.

The chronicles of the Wars of the Roses were  written  by a  greater
diversity of persons  than  chronicles had been before, a  vicar, a chaplain, a
soldier, a master of  a  Cambridge  College, and government officials, and
nearly all tailored and altered their  texts  to suit prospective patrons. Her
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section on the  Croyland Chronicle  will  be of interest to Ricardians for her
discussion of its  authorship since she has had  access  to Nicholas Pronay’s
introduction (in favour of Henry Sha ) to his  still  un ublished edition of the
Chronicle, although not to the equa 1y long awaite evidence of  Professor
Ross and Miss London (in favour of John Russell). She ostulates the
interesting idea  that  the author of this chronicle may have  a  so written the
account  of the Lincolnshire rebellion and the  Arrivall, and sees these last
two items as a notable and unusual development in medieval England.  They
were  official  histories which combined restrained propaganda  with  careful
reporting. Mancini receives  equally detailed  coverage although  he cannot be
sad to be important in the history of English historiography as his work was
unknown  in England until  this century.  It is disconcertmg to  find  the first
edition  used  for  quotation, unfortunately the passa  e that made  Dr.
Argentine  appear as  a  Strasbourg physician.  Among t  e  less well  known
chroniclers of the Wars period, the  often  disparaged John Harding is  given
some prominence by Dr. Gransden. His adventurous career as a soldier, spy,
forget  (antiquarian and topographer in embryo) and member of the Percy
and Umfraville households make him one of the more entertaining
characters in this volume. He wrote to persuade the English kings to invade
Scotland, synonymous  with Hades and the  object  of his fascinated obsession.

Dr. Gransden concludes  with  Vergil and More as the only two examples
of  humanist  writers of history in England, both  crucial in their  effect  on
future  generations’ perception of  fifteenth  century events.  Vergil’s greatest
achievement, however, is  seen  as his history of England before  1400  at  which
date  the work becomes an apologia for Henry VII.  The  last section  of his
work from 1509 is overshadowed by his disillusion  with  the reign of Henry
VIII. Dr. Gransden stresses how important an  effect  the ‘fear of princes’ had
u  on the works of  both Vergil  and More and their successors.  English
cgroniclers ceased to report their own times, unless  they wrote  eulogies, and
made the past  into a  mere prelude to the Tudor era. The  reporting of current
events, which Dr. Gransden concludes was one of the greatest  strengths  of
English medieval historiography, failed, but generally the ideas and
tecénlfiques of the Middle  Ages  continued to flourish in the sixteenth century
an ater.

The  book  is completed by an extensive ap aratus of appendices on
subjects  including the manuscnpts of the  Arrival, John Ti  toft’s  chronicle
and Henry VI as the ‘simple’ king, and over 100 pages  0  index, the last
extravagantly set and at times  a  mere repetition of the  text.

Dr. Gransden is at her  best  and  most interesting on the  monks  and the
anti uarians and in her general assessment of developments. Her several
attic  es and  this magnificent  survey represents  a  notable  achievement for
which all readers of medieval  history w111 be  most  grateful.

ANNE F.  SUTTON
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ALIEN MERCHANTS  IN  ENGLAND  IN THE  HIGH MIDDLE AGES.
T. H. Lloyd.  1982.  The Harvester Press Ltd., £18.95.

In an age when foreigners could be nothing more curious  than
unenfranchised Englishmen of the  next  village, alien merchants from Europe
and Scandinavia contributed an exotic  note  to medieval commerce. The
luxury goods  many imported added to  this  reputation, as did the financial
skills the Italians in particular wielded for the three Edwards’ benefit.
Lloyd’s  study moves  beyond  the cataloguing of wares and wiles, to
determine the role of alien merchants in the English economy of the
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. Despite the  fullness  of his
statistics, Lloyd recognizes the unreliability of both early customs records
and purely cliometric treatments of the subject. He prefers to dedicate large
portions of his chapters to the international political scene and how it
affected  each group of alien merchants, from Norway to France and beyond
to Castile and the Mediterranean. Lloyd  begins  by surveying royal reactions
to overseas merchants, shattering myths of the unalloyed beneficence of
legislation from the  Statute  of  Acton  Burnell in  1283  to the  Carta Mercatoria
of  1303.  Edward  I  and later monarchs may have occasionally ordered the
fractious Londoners to refrain from molesting alien traders, but royal
assistance was neither fulsome nor constant.  After  a review of the  major
English  ports  which hosted aliens and their goods, Lloyd surveys the traders’
homelands and the politics which helped or hindered their commerce. The
complexity of relations  with  France had an  enormity far beyond the scale of
Anglo-French trade. English wool was an  important  resource for the  cloth-
producing Low  Countries, but the disunity of the area did not  promote
sim 1e truces or obedience to  them.  Relations  with  Germany were confused
an contradictory in the period before the rise of the Hanseatic League: an
early organization of German merchants did  exist  to defend established
liberties, but it had little collective responsibility, stemming largely from the
refusal  of German cities to  unite  or  identify with  each other. Disunity was
also  characteristic of Italian merchants, whose independent  city-state
organization at home marked their commerce abroad, making them ‘among
the  least successful  in obtaining perpetual grants of corporate privileges’.
Lloyd discusses those Italian companies who served as bankers to the
English crown, in  some  instances adding to the major  study published  a
decade ago by Richard Kaeuper. In the end, the reader has to marvel  that
anyone traded anything at all during turbulent decades of primitive
administrative  skill.  Lloyd’s detailed  study is  a  tribute to the resiliency and
persistence of the alien  merchant  in the  face  of xenophobia and  high customs
rates.

LORRAINE C.  ATTREED
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MEDIEVAL ENGLISH CLOTHMAKING:  '  AN  ECONOMIC SURVEY.
A. R. Bridbury.  1982.  Heinemann Educational  Books  Ltd., £9.50.

Professor Bridbury’s  latest contribution  to the field of economic  history is  a
refreshing and  often  daring refutationof  historical  chestnuts that  have  gained
undue  respect  and reverence over the years. After reading this  book, we can
no longer look to timeworn explanations of the  growth  of English
clothmaking, such  as the water-powered fulling mill and the cri plingly high
tariff  on exported wool. Bridbury demands we  think  through al the unlikely
implications of such simplistic theories and consider the problem rationally
without  recourse to our  often  specious explanations of medieval behaviour.
For this  reason, his  latest  book  deserves to be read by all who struggle to
explain events and themes in the Middle Ages. The history of  medieval
clothmaking is not  easy to write:  although  it was an ordinary activity almost
anyone could turn  a  hand to, it  left  little mark on surviving records. The
most  important series of records concerning the cloth  trade, the aulnage
accounts, are notoriously inaccurate and in any case  do not reveal the  value
of the trade. Bridbury uses  the returns cautiously, to indicate  that
clothmaking was not mono olized by towns  on the eastern plain. In the well-
written  sixth  chapter, Sa  isbury’s  records are  examined  in some detail,
revealing the industry in  microcosm.  According to its  aulnage  accounts,
Salisbury was the most important English  clothmaking town  in the
fourteenth century, producing about 15% of the  nation’s  ex orts. The  town’s
low population  forces  Bridbury to  look  outside its walls or the source of
much of  that  cloth. He concludes that Salisbury had to be an entrepét
handling unfinished  goods  from  the  west  country. His  notations  from the
city records  should  encourage further inquiry into Salis  ury’s  history. The
town’s  example  leads Bridbury to his patnotic and  novel  explanation of why
cloth  exports rose  in the fourteenth  century. Having found  that  the native
fulling mills did not check the im on of  foreign cloth, and  that high  tariffs
did not reduce the export of nglish  wool  or the production of rival
Euro can  cloth, Bridbury credits English  talent  for the  use.  Assisted only in

art  y  foreign  tutelage, English workers  soon  learned  that quality and not
ow price sold cloth. Not all will agree  with  Bridbury’s refutations, nor

abandon the  neat  ex lanations  that  have graced  many a  tuton‘al  essay, but
most  will find admira le the  thought  and  experience that  have  gone  into this
interesting work.

LORRAINE C.  A'I'I'REED

Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

The following list consists  of recent  books  and articles, mainly published in
the last twelve  months, although earlier publications may be included. The  '
appearance of an  item  does not preclude_ its subsequent review. Items
marked by an asterisk are in the  Society’s  lrary.
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BOOKS

J. J. Anderson, Newcastle  upon Tyne.  264 pages, illustrated. 1982. Records
of Early En lish Drama, Toronto University Press.

Covers  a  I  known  documentary records of drama in  this city up to 1642.  Includes
the  Corpus  Christi  play, the dragon of St. George’s  Day, travelling musicians.

Lotte  Hellinga, Caxton  in  Focus, The  Beginning of Printing in  England.  112
pages,- illustrated, 1982. The British Library Reference Division
Publications, £6.95.

Includes  a  survey of  Caxton  studies up to the present  day.

ARTICLES

P. J. C.  Field, The  Last  Years of Sir Thomas Malory, Bulletin  of the  John
Rylands Librarg), volume 64, no. 2, Spring, 1982, gages  433—456.

A lawsuit  a  out the  lands  of the grandson of Sir  homas  Malory of Newbold
Revel  gives further  details  about  Sir  Thomas’ last  years.  Field sees  him as  a  follower
of the Earl of Warwick and  possibly involved  in the  1468  Cornelius  plot.‘

P. Hosker, The Stanleys of Lathom and Ecclesiastical Patronage in the
North-West of England during the  Fifteenth  Century, Northern History
volume 18, 1982, pages  212—229.

How this family acquired  their  ecclesiastical patronage, their  adept  exploitation
of it as opportunities arose and their  long term  objective  of acquiring a  ‘permanent
reservoir of  advowsons’.  From the  time  of the second Lord  Stanley these were used
to launch relatives and clients on  ecclesiastical  careers.*

Helen M. Jewell, ‘The  Bringing U of Children in Good Learning and
Manners’: a Survey of Secular E ucational Provision in the North of
England, c.1350—1550, Northern  History volume 18, 1982, pages 1—25.

Argues persuasively that  the  motivation  of  people  who demanded  education  can
be  studied through  the foundation and  management  of schools (of all grades) as  well
as  through  the  maintenance  of local  students  at university. Impressive  degree  of
promotion of  education  in the North.‘

Jennifer I. Kermode, Urban Decline? The Flight from  Office  in Late
Medieval York, Economic History Review, second series, vol. 35, no. 2,
1982, pa es 179—198.

No  s  orta  e  of  candidates  for  office  is  found  in  late  medieval  York in
contradiction  o  the theory that  evasion  of  office  was  a symptom  of the  decline  of
towns  in  this  period.‘

Gordon Kipling, The London Pageants for Margaret of  Anjou: A  Medieval
Scri  t  Restored, Medieval Englis Theatre, volume 4, 1982, pages  5—27.

he  entry of the new Queen  into London  before her  coronation  in  1445.
Considered to be the  first time  a complete set of  mimed  speeches  was  provided  for
the  actors  in  such a  series of pageants in England. From  this time English  royal  entry
pageantry developed as  a  form  of enacted  drama  in contrast to the  continental,
purely visual art.
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R. A. Lomas, A  Northern Farm at the end of the Middle  Ages:  Elvethall
Manor, Durham, 1443/4—1513/14,  Northern History volume 18, 1982,
pages  26—53.

Uses an  unusual collection  of  documents  relating to an arable demesne farm
worked  by its owner and not  leased out.  Part of the  estate  administered  by the
hostillar of  Durham  cathedral priory (now  within  the  city of Durham).  Intelligent
management  increased grain  output  and  income  in  this  period.

Notes  on  Contributors

Lorraine  C.  Attreed, Research Officer of the Society’s American  Branch, a
Ph.D. candidate at Harvard University, writing a thesis on English crown-
urban relations in the  fifteenth  century.

Peter  W.  Hammond, Research Officer of the  Society and co-editor of the
Society’s  edition of  British Library Harleian  MS.  433.

Kenneth Hillier  read history at University College  London and is currently
researching the Wiltshire and Berkshire sectors of the  Buckingham  Revolt
for an M.Phil.

Rgemary E.  Horr'ox.  Co-editor of the  Society’s  edition of BL.  Harleian  MS.
4 . v

James  Petre.  A  member since  1967; qualified  teacher; currently researching
the decline of the  castle  in England at  King’s, London. Co-author of  Castles:
A  History and  Guide  (Blandford, 1980).

Muriel Smith.  A  member since 1970. She has worked for many years on
Harrap’s New  Standard French  and  English Dictionary as a sub-editor, and
on other Harrap dictionaries.

W. J.  White.  A  member for ten years, he is the author of the forthcoming
report on the human remains from the cemetery of St. Nicholas-in-the-
Shambles, City of London.

Barrie Williams.  Chaplain of St.  Edward’s  Church, Cambridge, and
Assistant Chaplain  of Trinity Hall. Author of The  Subscription  Book  of
Bishops Tounson  and  Davenant  and The  Franciscan  Revival.
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CONTRIBUTIONS  TO THE  RICARDIAN
These  are welcomed from all members on any subject relevant to the  aims  of
the Society.  These  may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing
good  contrast) or by line drawings. All contributions, including
advertisements and letters, must be typewritten, with double spacing and
adequate  margins, on one side of the lpaper only. Permission must be
obtamed for the use of copyright materia  ,  but this is not usually necessary
for short uotes. References and footnotes  must  be given in one sequence at
the end  0  the article.  They must  take  the form of the following examples:
J. H. Ramsey, Lancaster and York, vol. 2  (Cambridge 1892), pp.485—6.
B. P. Wolfe, When and why did Hastings  lose  his head? English Historical
Review, vol. 89  (1974), pp.835—844.

Details need not be given in  full  for second and  subsequent  references
to the same source.

Contributions for the June  1983  Ricardian  must  reach Anne  Sutton, 17
Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw  Street, London N1 6LD, before  March  31.  This
does  not apply to articles which should be sent well in advance and can be
sent at any time.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified advertisements can be accepted at 4p per word. It would be
appreciated if advertisers forwarded remittances together with copy to be
inserted to The Editor, 17 Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London N1
6LD.  Cheques  or postal orders should be crossed and made payable to the
Richard 111 Society.

Anyone interested in  taking advertisement space—full, half or quarter
page—or in placing an insertion, should  contact  the Editor. '
Medieval Effigial Alabaster Tombs  in  Yorkshire.  £4.50.  Coxwold  and the
Belasyse  Monuments.  75p.  Both  p. & p.  inc.  in UK. from Pauline Routh, 2
Tinshill  Lane, Leeds L816 7AP. I am disposing of  a  few  books  from my
collection:  s.a.e. for  list (UK.  only).
Routh & Knowles, A Ryther Legacy:  the  monuments  assessed.  Bedesman
Books.  £1.80 plus 20p p. & p. The  Sheriff Hutton Aalabaster: a
re-assessment.  Rosalba Press.  £1.50  Cflus 25p p. & p.  Both  from 30 Newland
Court, Sandal, Wakefield WFl 5A  .

Cruise through beautiful countryside  and moor where you  wish  —  even
adjacent  to King Richard’s field. An ideal holiday on luxury narrow  boats
for any number and all ages. Send for brochure to  Valley Cruisers, Slacks
Lane, Atherstone, Warks.
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Rosemarg Hawleg Jarman

THE COURTS OF
ILLUSION

In  celebration  of the  500th  anniversary of the crowning
of Richard IH the author of the  best selling We  Speak
N  o Treason  continues beyond Bosworth the  story of

Plantagenet loyalty and the  last flicker  of
Plantagenet hopes.
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Publication date: May, £8.95


